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Arthur Hunter forging  
a new path in Calgary

Framed black-and-white 
photographs hang prominently  
in the entrance of Arthur Hunter,  

a Calgary-based design studio launched 
in January by sole owner Sharie Hunter. 
The image on top is of Hunter’s 
grandmother, hand wrapped  
around the reins of a horse. 

Similar images of workers on farm 
fields in southwestern Saskatchewan, 
taken in 1933, appear on Arthur 
Hunter’s website and printed materials. 
These feature Hunter’s grandmother 
from another side of the family. For 
Hunter, these old homesteading images 
from the farm she grew up on convey 
the tenacity and grit of her pioneering 
family members. “Growing up on the 
farm, it’s hard work, but it also builds a 
positive mental attitude, and these things 
greatly influenced me as an individual 
and as a business person,” says Hunter.

Pioneering spirit
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by Doug Picklyk



“You learn to keep moving ahead, 
having goals, being disciplined, and you 
continually grow, learn and creatively 
solve problems that arise.” According 
to Hunter, that same pioneering spirit 
represents the core value of Arthur 
Hunter. (The Arthur in the company 
name is from her husband’s grandfather. 

“It just sounded good,” says Hunter.)
A graduate of the Visual 

Communications program at Medicine 
Hat College, Hunter has been on the 
Calgary design scene for 19 years. She 
spent seven years at various agencies, 
three years at digital agency Critical 
Mass, and the past nine with Western Sky 
Creative where she was creative director 
and partner.

Her new firm builds on her past, but is 
also a reflection of her personal interests. 
An accomplished painter, Hunter has 
been selling her works since 2005.

The studio is on the fourth floor of a 
10-storey red brick office building in the 
city’s downtown core. Floor-to-ceiling 
windows offer views of a park and a 
historic building across the road.

Touches of home, like cow rugs on 
the floor, throw cushions on designer 

chairs and paintings on the walls (mostly 
Hunter’s own work), give the office area 
a living room feel. The storage units are 
walnut mid-century modern credenzas, 
more bedroom than office furniture. 
There is also evidence of Hunter’s vintage 
camera collection in many corners.

Since the launch she has compiled 
a team of contributors consisting of 
designers, a bookkeeper, a photographer, 
web programmers and writers, all 
working on a project-driven basis. “It’s 
a different approach, but it’s working in 
terms of flexibility and meeting client 
needs for each project,” says Hunter. The 
focus of the work is on identity and brand 
development as well as corporate reports 
and promotional materials.

The firm’s client mix matches Hunter’s 
personal affections for the arts and 
business. This past spring she co-chaired 
the Calgary Opera Gala, and Arthur 
Hunter designed the printed materials  
for the fundraising event. She is also  
Chair of the Calgary Philharmonic 
Orchestra Gala, with Arthur Hunter 
handling branding and design materials 
for the event. These are calling-card 
projects for Arthur Hunter.

On the corporate side clients include 
local and international oil and gas 
companies and government-related 
groups. She has worked with Calgary 
Economic Development for a few years, 
bringing a more illustrative, colourful 
and adventurous look to the department’s 
annual reports and marketing materials.

Arthur Hunter also recently handled 
environmental graphics for the rebranding 
of two floors of office space for a recently 
acquired Calgary company. The makeover 
included new signage, elevator wraps and 
illustrations frosted on employee lounges 
(Hunter did the illustrations herself). 

She is seeing more bold design 
happening all across Calgary. “I think we’re 
very modern in Calgary from a design 
perspective,” says Hunter. “There really is a 
young, fresh vibe here for our clients, and 
I think a lot of it is led by a changing of the 
guard from older leadership to new young 
leaders in these companies.”

“Entrepreneurial spirit here is number 
one. People here have an absolute desire 
to build their own life, their own world.” 
It’s an energy that resonates through 
Hunter, inspired by those photos of her 
grandmothers in the fields. •
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You learn to keep moving ahead, having goals,  
being disciplined, and you continually grow, learn  
and creatively solve problems that arise‘‘


